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It was not that long ago that our Atlanta (ATL) team managed all of the daily 
C/O Saia quotes and activity.  As we have grown over the years, it was necessary 
to add resources through our Dallas (DLS) team.  Fast forward to Q2 2021 and 
we now have the 12 Saia regions split equally among Atlanta and Dallas.

All quotes that are received from the Saia sales team or their customers are 
sent to one repository. This makes it much easier to do business with us 
and offers a better overall customer experience. Associates are assigned times to work and distribute the quote 
requests to the appropriate teams in real time, which ensures we consistently hit our mark of responding within 
a 30-minute window.

For many years, Atlanta and Dallas operations were structured much differently. That does not mean that one was 
better than the other. On the contrary, they were both successful and enabled us to achieve over 65% year-over-
year growth in consecutive years with the C/O Saia business. However, we have grown to the point where having 
both better aligned and structured the same way is paramount to our continued success. Therefore, this quarter, 
we rolled out our new truckload enterprise model.

A total of eight members from the respective truckload departments were teamed up in groups of two. Each team 
is responsible for managing three of the 12 Saia regions, inclusive of quoting and execution of the opportunities 
afforded to us.

Our teams wanted to have some fun with the new structure so they created team names. The following is a list of 
each team, their team name and their regions of responsibility.  

• ATL manages ATL, JAX, CIN, CLT, HBG, NWB
- Kaleigh Akins and Chris Shields – Team Code Red – ATL, JAX & CIN
- Gerri Burton and Charice Seegars – Team Hatful of Rabbits – CLT, HBG & NWB

• DLS manages KCY,  HST, DLS, CGO, LAX, PDX
- Josh Bergren and Andria Hill - Team Trailerblazers - KCY, DLS & PDX
- Daniel Garcia and Alexis Body - Team Cowboys - HST, CGO & LAX

You have often heard me say that we need to make the cheeseburger the same way in Dallas as we do in Atlanta. 
Why? It enhances our ability to more effectively collaborate and ensure consistency throughout the organization. 
Let’s review a few of the many benefits to our new team model.

• Enhanced bandwidth, enabling our teams to spend more time developing relationships with carriers - 
Having a strong stable of core partner carriers is equally important as strong customer relationships in the 
non-asset based space, particularly considering our current market conditions and tight capacity.

• Better relationships with both the customer base and Saia Sales team - As our teams have more consistent 
interaction with customers, we have become much more knowledgeable of individual customer needs and 
expectations. This enables us to drive more value to those customers and therefore, they become more 
dependent upon us and entrust us with more opportunities. 

• Each geographic region and market has its own uniqueness and set of challenges - Through working the 
same consistent regions each and every day, our teams will become well aware of not only the market 
challenges, but how to effectively navigate our way through them. Our teams will become market specialists.  

Continued growth of the C/O Saia business remains a critical success factor for our company and I am extremely 
excited and confident this new structure will better position us for the future.  

Thanks again for your continued support and efforts through the first half of 2021. Let’s make it an even better 
second half.

Daniel Garcia has been a vital member 
of the LinkEx Dallas team for over three 
years.  Prior to taking on his current role 
as truckload coordinator, he managed 
shipments moving from our Lewisville 
warehouse for long-time customer, Nokia.  

As a truckload coordinator, Daniel is consistently on top of 
the leader-board in revenue generation and load count, 
and he plays a key role in securing truckload business for 
the Dallas office. 

Daniel is a HUGE Dallas Cowboys football fan and is ready 
to see the next Dallas Cowboys Super Bowl win!  Luckily for 
LinkEx, this means he is tough and able to stay positive and 
persevere, even when things go wrong in the industry - or in 
a football season. He grew up in Mercedes, Texas and went 
to school near Waco in Axtell. Daniel has a wealth of logistics 
knowledge because he has worked in the field for 12 years.      

“Daniel is one of the hardest workers in the office and is 
always ready and willing to take on extra work to ensure 
that his customers, including Merrick and Furukawa, to 
name a few, are pleased with his service and their loads are 
well taken care of.  He also does an excellent job building 
relationships with carriers in his target region as a way 
to develop capacity and lower costs for LinkEx. Daniel is 
dedicated to his work and has earned the reputation for 
being the go-to router for project-based/high volume 
shipments. He is a problem solver and works well with his 
peers. We appreciate his service to the industry and look 
forward to seeing his continued success and growth with 
LinkEx.“, says Thomas Molloy, Manager, Truckload DLS.
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A look back... 

National Summary

The freight market performed somewhat seasonally in 
March if you remove the continued impact of the winter 
weather events that occurred in mid-February. National 
rejection rates moved sideways until the last week of the 
month when there was the traditional end-of-quarter push 
that tightened capacity back to peak season levels. Imports 
began to spread more consistently over the various ports 
with Savannah and Houston seeing significant capacity 
disruptions. Congestion at various choke points and 
production limitations seem to have placed a ceiling on 
just how much freight is offered at the moment.

Trucking

National rejection rates averaged higher in March than 
during December 2020 as volumes remained steady 
throughout the month. Daily rejections averaged 26.98% 
in March compared to 26.36% in December and 24.23% 
in February. The sequential increase is not incredibly 
surprising, but it is unusual to see this level of consistency 
in March. Much of the credit for this is due to the continued 
influence of the winter weather that pushed volumes 
higher before the end of February.

Reefer capacity was the tightest it has been in the past 
12 months as rejection rates hit an all-time high above 
50%. Some slight loosening occurred toward the end of 
the month, but this was an out-of-cycle occurrence, with 
capacity tightening in front of the traditional produce 
season that starts this month in certain parts of the 
U.S. The central U.S. was the main area impacted, with 
Midwestern reefer rejection rates climbing nearly 60% 
and Southwestern rejection rates staying above 50%. 
The West Coast region continued to feel the impacts of 
the winter storm, with reefer rejection rates finishing the 

month well above where they were prior to the events in 
mid-February. The persistent elevation in reefer rejection 
rates portends an extremely tight produce season, possibly 
producing record spot rates.

According to the USDA, spot rates for produce moves are 
already elevated prior to peak volumes as little recovery in 
capacity has been made nationally. Last year, the market 
was reeling from an economic shutdown, which buffered 
the market from large spot rate movements.

Van capacity, though not nearly as tight as reefer, 
continued to see rejection rates near or above peak in 
many regions. Many of the port-centric areas along the 
coasts saw the late month jump in rejection levels thanks 
in large part to shippers pushing as much freight away 
from the coast before the end of the quarter. Savannah 
and Atlanta helped make the Southeast the tightest large 
volume region in the U.S.

The West Coast has become a focal point for carriers over 
the past several months as it offers a consistent flow of 
lucrative long-haul freight, which has kept rejection rates 
at bay for the moment. The eastern half of the country has 
suffered for this as carriers leave the shorter haul areas 
more exposed. Nevertheless, there are no spots in the U.S. 
that are considered loose from a historical perspective.

Contract rates continue to trend higher, averaging 10-20% 
higher than last year for dry van freight. The increase has 
done little to increase compliance, suggesting there may be 
more room to grow over the summer if shippers continue 
to struggle to maintain and replenish inventory.

When this issue of InSights was published, we did not have 
all of the Q2  analytics, however, it is much of the same 
story. All sectors have been disrupted and capacity remains 
extremely tight. Q2 stats will be shared during the Q3 issue.
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CORPORATE CALENDAR

Employee Birthdays

Employee Anniversaries (Years)

India Bailey
Landon Clement

Mark Murphy

Christopher Olson
Timothy Woodard

Lanita Henderson (4)
Rick Lange (11)

Felixberto Parras (13)

Fernando Ramos (3)
Kimberly Small (17)

Lakeidra Williams (4)

Faith Body
Tahra Browner

Gerri Burton

Kristofer Lawrence
Maegen Massey

Gene Ausburne,Jr (4)
Kenya Banks (9)

Joshua Bergren (2)
Christine Fowler (4)

Christopher Gates (4)
Kristin Hackett (9)

Nancy Lawrence (2)
Al Naolu (9)

Robert Perschall (6)
Robert Peters (8)
Nakeisha Riley (4)

Cesar Alvarez
Joshua Bergren

Gary Branion
Reyna Calvo Avellaneda

Mary Ferraro

Kathy Galloway
James Harris

Lanita Henderson
Kamarcus Howard

Daniel Anaya (4)
Jerry Blankenship (9)

Darrell Brown (6)
Gerri Burton (10)

Shandria Hill (4)
Thomas Molloy (2)

Jose Montiel (1)
Anthony Storey (8)


